Leegomery Playgrounds Exploration
This is a 1 mile circular walk from the Community Centre joining up 3 of the playgrounds in
Leegomery
This is a flat route, entirely on paths or pavements, and is suitable for buggies and children on bikes.
As it visits 3 playgrounds and the BMX track allow plenty of time. There are seats at the playgrounds
and the BMX track. There are no stiles or gates.
The numbers in the directions relate to the map below.
The last page describes the route using the “What 3 words app.” https://what3words.com/aboutus/
There is a map at https://osmaps.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/route/7321578/Leegomery-short-circuit
and at https://routes.rungoapp.com/route/T9UtUh8rE4 as a walking satnav route.
You can use any of these, or just the map or the directions below.

1. Start at the Community centre
With your back to the centre door take the path to the big grassy area slightly to
your left. Turn slightly right into the wooded area.
2. Where the path divides take the left path . You will see a pink sticker on a short post
ahead.
Quiz question 1. What are the pink stickers are for ?
Continue on, then turn left until the gap in the wall.
3. Go through the gap in the wall and cross the access drive carefully.
Keep straight on. (Ignore the path through the subway on the left)
4. At the next junction turn left though trees, keep above the pool and keep on until it
becomes the pavement
5. Follow the pavement in the direction you are going, until the crossing with lights .
6. Cross the road and turn left, then right to reach….
7. The first playground.
Quiz question 2. What else is here?
Return to the crossing and cross the road again.
8. Turn left and take the next path on the right.
9. You soon reach the BMX track.
10. Keep straight on until another path crosses
11. Turn right here, you soon reach another path
12. Turn right again.
13. Soon, you will find another playground
Quiz question 3. How many things to play on are there here?
Continue in the same direction. Follow this main path all the way back to the pool.
14. Turn left around the pool, pass the wide and shallow steps down.
15. Follow the main path as it turns right. You will soon be back at the drive you
crossed on the way out.
16. Cross again but this time follow the main path to the final playground.
Quiz Question 4. Have you seen any other roundabouts like this one?
17. Return by the main path to the centre.

Quiz Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.

These are way marks for the Telford T50 50 Mile Trail, a 50-mile route around Telford.
A skateboard park and a ball court
Six
There is one in Bratton, there may be others too.

What 3 words route.
The app uses 3m squares, these are very small, so you may get
something different at almost the same place. Using these should work.
The numbers are on the map.

1. ///umbrellas.wrenching.flap
2. ///elect.second.going
3. ///making.mimed.adopters
4. ///sparks.refilled.initial
5. ///classics.transfers.presides
6. ///freedom.conspire.digests
7. ///extremes.cement.unlimited
8. ///freedom.conspire.digests
9. ///wheels.tailed.showering
10. ///fevered.heartless.roving
11. ///replaying.achieving.relocated
12. ///assets.panning.completed
13. ///developer.party.fermented
14. ///clicker.trending.area
15. ///zone.scooters.bookshop
16. ///candy.resonated.leave
17. ///defends.reserve.peach
18. ///umbrellas.wrenching.flap

